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Abstract—This paper introduces a digitally-controlled buck
converter with adaptive core biasing that allows for
minimization of the output capacitor as well as of the inductor
core. The improved performances are obtained through
adaptive relocation of the converter operating point on the B-H
curve of the inductor core, with the help of a digitally controlled
low-power biasing circuit and an extra inductor winding.
During transients, the point is set in the saturation region, so the
inductance is drastically reduced. As a result the inductor
current slew rate and, consequently, load transient response are
improved allowing output capacitor reduction. The biasing is
also used to reduce flux density allowing the core volume
minimization. Experimental verifications with a 3.3 V, 30 W,
500 kHz prototype show that the adaptive biasing system has
about two times smaller voltage deviation than the conventional
buck allowing for proportional reduction in the output
capacitance and for about 40% reduction in the magnetic core
size.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In numerous electronic devices the output filter
components of dc-dc converters are among the main
contributors to their overall size and weight [1]. The output
filter inductor is usually sized based on its current rating and
maximum allowable ripple [2], where the amount of the
current passing through the inductor is usually limited by the
maximum flux density of the magnetic core [3]. On the other
hand, the size of the output capacitor in modern dc-dc
applications is usually determined based on the transient
performance of the converter, i.e. voltage deviation during
the maximum load change, rather than on the ripple criteria
[4], [5]. During transients, it is highly desirable to charge the
capacitor through an inductor having a high current slew rate
[4], which coincides with a small inductance value.
To minimize the output capacitor without compromising
the inductor current ripple, numerous solutions for improving
charging current slew rate during transients have been
proposed [6]-[11]. These include 3-level converters [6], [7]
use of auxiliary inductors [8], [9] or resistors [10], and
current steering [11]. The proposed solutions drastically

minimize the size of the output capacitor but, at the same
time introduce additional components in the current
conduction path or paths increasing the conduction losses and
partially offsetting capacitor reduction advantages.
The main goal of this paper is to introduce a buck
converter with a complementary controller of Fig.1 that allows
minimization of both the output capacitor and the inductor
core without introducing extra components into the current
conduction path. These advantages are achieved through
adaptive biasing of the inductor core using a low-power
auxiliary circuit. During transients the biasing circuit is used
to saturate the inductor core, reducing the inductance value
and, consequently, drastically improving transient response. In
steady state the biasing circuit is used to reduce the flux
density, allowing for significant reduction of core size. This
reduction also creates a possibility for on-chip integration of
the inductors with increased current rating, compared to
existing solutions where the core volume is the main limiting
factor [12].
The following section provides the system description and
explains the principle of operation. Practical implementation is
discussed in Section III. Section IV presents experimental
results verifying proper operation of the inductor core biasing
system introduced in this paper.
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Fig.1: Digitally-controlled buck converter with adaptive inductor
biasing.
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II.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

In the conventional design of power converters, the
inductor needs to meet the steady state current ripple
constraint under all operating conditions [2]. The inductor
core is designed such that it stays well below saturation for
the rated maximum current of the converter. This is to
guarantee that the current ripple stays within the constraint
for heavier load conditions.
The approach shown here allows core biasing. The power
supply of Fig.1 is a simple modification of a mixed-signal
current programmed mode (CPM) controlled buck converter
[13], [14]. Here the outer voltage loop is digital and it sets the
current reference for the analog control loop, through a
digital-to-analog converter (DAC). An extra inductor winding
and a low-power biasing circuit are added to the system. The
biasing circuit is controlled by the signal ic[n], which is
inherently available digital equivalent of the inductor current
reference. The voltage loop also contains an analog-to-digital
converter (ADC) and a proximity-time optimal compensator
[15]-[18] that provides recovery from transients in the
virtually fastest possible time, through a single on-off
switching action.
As explained in the following subsections, the bias module
adaptively changes the location of the operating point on the
inductor B-H curve. This allows the core to saturate during
transients, decreasing the inductance value, L and, hence,
improving the transient response. The adaptive biasing also
minimizes the magnetic core by reducing the flux density
inside the core.
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Fig.2 (a) Inductor current of a conventional buck during a lightto-heavy load transient. (b) Corresponding B-H curve with load
transient trajectories; where L is inductance, lcore is core length,
N is number of turns in the winding and ∆iL is the change of load
current.
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where Vg and Vout are the input and output voltages of the
converter, respectively. The inductance, L is proportional to
the slope of the curve around the operating point. As the load
and, consequently, the inductor current increase, the
operating point travels along the B-H curve through the linear
region. During this transient the inductance is mostly constant
and as shown in Fig.2, the inductor slew rate is approximately
the same as in the steady state.
In the system introduced here a biasing winding is used to
adaptively relocate the position of the operating point on the
B-H curve. The adaptive biasing is demonstrated in Fig.3. At
light loads, the operating point is relocated close to the top
knee of the B-H curve (point 1). This relocation allows a
light-to-heavy load transient to push the core into saturation,
i.e. to move from point 1 to 2, drastically reducing the

H (A/m)

µL

A. Light-to-Heavy Load Transient Improvement
To explain the operation of the converter, simplified
inductor B-H curves and inductor current waveform during
transient of Figs.2 and 3 can be used. In conventional
converters, light load operation sets the inductor core well
into the linear region of the B-H curve (point A, Fig.2.b).
During light-to-heavy load transients the rate of change of the
inductor current of the buck converter is limited by:

d Li Vg Vo u t ,

dt
L

(Vg-Vout)/L

Heavy to light 3
transient

Heavy load

4
Fig.3. Relocation of the operating point on B-H curve through
adaptive core biasing

inductance value. As a result, the inductor current slew rate
is increased and the transient performance improved. The
operating point is relocated by providing a positive dc current
to the biasing winding of the core (Figs. 1 and 4) therefore,
increasing the flux density. Once the transient is completed,
the biasing circuit brings the operating point back to the
linear region (to point 3), where the inductance is larger, to
maintain a low current ripple.
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B. Heavy-to-Light Load Transient Improvement
During a heavy-to-light load transient, the inductor current
slew rate of the buck converter is limited by:

d iL Vout

dt
L

(3)

Similar to the previous operation, at heavy loads the
operating point on the B-H curve is relocated to improve the
current slew rate and consequently, heavy-to-light load
transient response. In this case the biasing circuit brings the
operating point close to the bottom knee of the B-H curve
(point 3 of Fig.3) so that a sudden drop in the inductor current
iL(t) pushes the core into saturation. This moves the operating
point from 3 to 4. In this way the inductance value is reduced
and the current slew rate is increased. The core stays in this
low inductance mode until the optimal controller recovers the
voltage. After the transient is completed, the biasing circuit
brings the operating point back to the linear region of the B-H
curve (point 1), increasing inductance.
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Fig.4. Simplified diagram of the inductor with biasing
windings

C. Ripple Current Reduction using Biasing
In addition to the increase of slew rate and consequent output
capacitor reduction, the biasing also allows inductor core

reduction. As described previously, for heavy loads the
biasing is applied such that a flux of opposite direction from
that created by iL(t) is established. This effectively means that
the net flux through the core, i.e. flux density, is reduced and
that the cross-sectional area of the core can be reduced as
well. As it is shown in the experimental section of this paper,
the biasing allows up to 40% reduction in the core size
depending on the core geometry. This feature is well suited
for on-chip integration of the inductors with semiconductor
components of low-power supplies where the limited
dimension of the magnetic materials is among the main
obstacles in increasing the current rating of the integrated
solutions [12].
III.

A. Inductor with Biasing Winding
As described in the previous subsection, in this
implementation a biasing winding with a larger number of
turns than that of the main inductor L is used to minimize
power consumption. However, if implemented as shown in
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PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION

The key elements of the adaptive biasing converter are the
low-power biasing circuit and the inductor with biasing core.
In this section their practical implementation is described.
The biasing circuit of Fig.5 is designed with having overall
system efficiency in mind. To minimize the requirements for
the biasing current and, at the same time, maximize its effect
on the core flux density, a biasing winding with a significantly
larger number of turns than that of the main inductor is used.
The biasing current is provided through a structure consisting
of a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) and an H-bridge. The
DAC operates as a voltage source whose output value is
regulated such that the desired biasing current is achieved.
The H-bridge is used to change the polarity of the biasing
current. As described in the previous section, the polarity of
the current depends on the operating conditions and, in this
implementation, is changed with the polarity control block.
Both the DAC and the polarity control block receive the
control signals from the mapping circuit, which transfers the
current control loop reference signal ic[n] (Fig.1) into a digital
value proportional to the biasing current ibias[n].
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-

Polarity
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control
Fig.5 Low-power biasing circuit
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Fig.4, the larger number of turns can cause a large reflected
voltage spike from the main winding affecting the circuit
operation. To reduce this problem the inductor is designed so
that a partial cancellation of the flux caused by the main
inductor winding is achieved. The implementation is shown in
Fig.6. The biasing winding is a simple addition to the widely
used E-core inductor [19]. Here, the biasing windings are
placed across side legs [20], [21] of the core and the main
inductor is winded across the centre leg, as in conventional
implementations. As shown in Fig.6, the number of turns on
the side legs is different and the right leg has twice as many
turns. Here the biasing is performed such that during transients
the right leg of the core is most saturated. The flux lines also
show that, in this configuration the main winding partially
cancels the flux of the biasing winding through one leg and
contributes to the flux of the other leg, resulting in net
reflected voltage that is a 1/3 of the straightforward design
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Fig.7. The light-to-heavy load transient without core biasing–
Ch1: output converter voltage (50mV/div); Ch2: inductor current
(1A/div).
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shown in Fig.4. A larger cancellation of the reflected voltage
is possible but it comes at the cost of a significant increase in
power consumption of the biasing circuit.
IV.

EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM AND RESULTS

Based on diagrams of Figs. 1, 5, and 6, a 10 V - to - 3.3 V,
500 kHz experimental prototype was built. Even though the
maximum inductor current of the adaptive biasing buck is
about 10A, an off-shelf E-core inductor with core saturation at
4A was used. For the controller, an FPGA evaluation board
and discrete components were used. The inductor was
modified by placing biasing winding on the side legs of the
core, as described in the previous section. To verify
advantages of the introduced concept, the performance of the
system with and without influence of the biasing circuit are
compared in Figs.7 and 8. The results show that with the
adaptive biasing transient performance is improved and results
in a 1.6 times smaller output voltage deviation allowing for
equivalent reduction in the output capacitor value. In order to
show the ability to reduce the steady stage current ripple,
hence allowing larger than rated current for the core, a very
large load step (9A) was performed on the same core. As Fig.9
shows this large load step pushes the core deep into saturation,
drastically increasing the ripple compared to light load
operation. Fig.10 shows how the biasing reduces the ripple
back to normal operating condition. As the bias current is
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Fig.8. The light-to-heavy load transient with core biasing– Ch1:
output converter voltage (50mV/div); Ch2: inductor current
(1A/div).
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Fig.9. 9A load step without core biasing– Ch1: output
converter voltage (100mV/div); Ch2: inductor current
(5A/div).
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Fig.10. Inductor ripple reduction using biasing–Ch3: Bias
current (5A/div); Ch4: current ripple 2A/div.
injected, the ripple is reduced by half indicating reduction in
flux density and, consequently, allowing core size reduction.
V.

CONCLUSIONS

A buck converter with adaptive core biasing of the
magnetic core that reduces the size of reactive components
without introducing extra switches, i.e. losses, in the main
current conduction path is introduced. The core biasing is
performed with an extra winding, by dynamic relocation of the
operating point on the B-H curve of the inductor, based on
inherently available information in the control loop of a
mixed-signal current programmed controller. To minimize the
problem of a high reflected voltage, an implementation of the
winding based on a simple modification of an E-core based
inductor is shown. The experimental results verify that the
adaptive biasing system can be implemented with a smaller
capacitor and an inductor with a smaller core size than those
of the conventional buck converter.
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